fitting instructions
for the Outlook shade-a-babe
®

to fit the shade-a-babe

TM

TM

unfold the shade and place on top of the fixed canopy /
hood of the stroller - secure velcro around the handle bars
of the stroller and cut the velcro to length if needed.
the curved cut design along the top of the shade allows for
the use of the 'peek-a-boo' feature found on many stroller
canopies / hoods.
the velcro pieces found along the sides of the shade can
be secured in one of two ways: (1) wrap velcro pieces
around the side bars of the stroller and secure them back
onto the opposite velcro piece sewn on the shade or (2)
join the velcro pieces around the back of the stroller and
secure the velcro against the opposite velcro piece.
please cut any excess velcro and for safety discard the
velcro offcuts.

to adjust the length of the shade-a-babe

TM

velcro is positioned on the bottom inside portion of the
mesh - this can be used to shorten the length if needed.
fold the shade mesh under and secure with the velcro
fastenings found on the inside of the shade.

to use the shade-a-babe in the half
shade position
TM

to change the shade into the half shade position:
(1) undo all the side velcro fastenings.
(2) stand in front of the stroller and place your hands on
the shade mesh under the drop down fabric.
tuck the mesh underneath itselft to sit underneath the
top portion of the shade but on top of the fixed canopy /
hood of the stroller.
adjust the length as necessary and re -secure the top side
velcro fastening as needed. the fastening position may differ
in the half shade position to that of the full length position.
when the shade-a-babe is used in the half shade position
extra sun protection should be applied to the infant as the
open areas may allow UV relective rays to enter the stroller.
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